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In at least one of the training classes I
attended at Thunder Ranch, I can remember Clint
Smith remarking anent "mouse guns"-"Guns aren't
supposed to be cute." Well, I have a lot of respect
for Clint as a trainer and tactician, but he strikes
me as a very earnest, intense sort of guy. I think I
am somewhat more lighthearted and whimsical by
nature. I see no reason on earth why guns shouldn't
be cute, and in point of fact this North American
Arms offering and the accompanying collector set
can only be described as being as cute as all
get-out! Even my wife, who normally beholds new
firearms I bring home with glassy-eyed
indifference, perked up at the sight of this little
gun and the accompanying gambling
paraphernalia.

In this case, a quick glance at the pictures pretty much tells the story. The Riverboat Gun is a North
American Arms .22 Long Rifle MiniRevolver with a l 1/8-inch barrel that has been engraved on the frame and
cylinder and fitted with fauxpearl stocks on which four aces have been scrimshawed. (My whimsical taste
would have preferred "aces and eights" -Wild Bill's famous "Dead Man's Hand" -but perhaps that would have
seemed inauspicious.)
The Riverboat Gun comes as part of a collector
set from TALO Distributors. It is housed in a lockable,
partitioned hardwood box. Included therein are
quantities of specially manufactured poker chips
featuring North American's eaglehead logo and the
inscription, "North American Arms, Riverboat Limited,
1 of 500." There is also a pair of dice and a set of
Bicycle "Wild West" playing cards in which the face
cards are colorful Old West personalities, which are as
follows for the four suits: Spades: Bat Masterson,
Annie Oakley, Jesse James; Hearts: Wild Bill Hickok,
Pearl Hart, Billie the Kid; Diamonds: Doc Holliday,
Belle Starr, Johnny Ringo; Clubs: Wyatt Earp,
Calamity Jane, Black Bart.
This set is exclusively available in a run of 500
units from TALO Distributors, Inc. TALO works with
a limited number of distributorships offering special

Libourel tried the Riverboat Gun with five
different .22 Long Rifle loads. Accuracy was
good with all of them, functioning perfect.

limited-edition guns from some of the best
manufacturers in the world. Among their most recent
offerings are a Smith & Wesson Model22A with a
glossy bright silver carbon-fiber coating; a Ruger Race
10/22 with a red, white and blue thumb hole laminate
stock, the proceeds from which will help the USA
Shooting Team; a Marlin 1894 CB with an etched stock
and gold-plated bolt; an assortment of dramatically
engraved Colt 1911s; a "Royal Oak" engraved Walther
PPK/S; a SIG 229 engraved with a dragon motif-and
these are just a fraction of the fascinating offerings
from TALO. Visit their website, www.taloinc.com. for
a more extensive look.

To load, unload or clean a North American
Mini Revolver, the cylinder must be removed
by pulling out the base pin.

The North American Arms MiniRevolvers are
an obvious choice for this set. With their spur triggers
and bird's- head butts, they have a strong resemblance to many pocket revolvers of the 1870s on the order of the
Colt New Line series. One could easily imagine such a revolver riding in the pocket of the brocaded vest of
some real-life counterpart to Bret Maverick or Yancey Derringer or perhaps stashed in a wrist holster (which
was then a practical way to carry a gun hidden yet accessible thanks to the large, starched cuffs then
fashionable) on a "knight of the green cloth" plying his dubious trade in the saloons and honky-tonks of frontier
towns.
Despite their old-time-y looks, the North American Minis are
very modem designs. They are a product of the inventive genius of Dick
Casull of .454 fame. Casull took advantage of modem stainless steel
alloys to create these very tiny guns. Manufacture of these guns
commenced in the mid -1970s by Rocky Mountain Arms. This firm's
name was changed to North American Arms shortly thereafter.
North American Arms has had several changes in ownership, and
its headquarters have moved several times. Nonetheless, for the past 30
years they have continued to produce these diminutive revolvers, and
every one I have examined, as well as the couple I own personally, have
been manufactured to very high standards of quality.
These minuscule guns are very simple devices. The revolvers
employ a single-action lock work. The guns are loaded and unloaded by
removing the cylinder. Putting the hammer on half-cock lowers the
cylinder bolt and allows the cylinder to be withdrawn. The cylinder is
held in place by the base (cylinder) pin that contains a ball detent that
engages a recess in the barrel. Pushing in a plunger at the front of the
base pin disengages the detent and permits the base pin and cylinder to
be withdrawn. The base pin can be used as an ejector to punch out empty
cases.
Obviously, once you've had your five shots in an emergency, the
gun is out of action-no "speed reloads" are possible with these guns. This
revolver can be carried fully loaded by carefully lowering the hammer
into one of the notches in the cylinder between the chambers.

The cylinder holds five rounds
of .22 Long Rifle ammunition
in the countersunk chambers.
Safe carry is effected by
carefully lowering the hammer
into the notches between the
chambers.

This is truly a Lilliputian gun. With the
l1/8-inch barrel (it can also be had with a 1 5/8-inch
barrel), it has an overall length of 4 inches and an
empty weight of but 4.5 ounces. Height is 2 3/8 inches,
and width is 13/16-inch. It is the second smallest of the
North American offerings, the most petite of all being a
.22 Short version that is 3/8-inch shorter and a half
ounce lighter. Longer-cylindered versions of these guns
have been offered in .22 Magnum for many years. Of
late, NAA has started chambering the minis for the
new .17 HMR and the even newer .17 Mach 2
cartridges.

With CCI ammunition, the editor fired the 1.75inch group on the left with Velocitors, the 2.1-inch
group on the right (four in 1.25 inches) with
standard velocity solids.

Nearly all my experience with the North
American Arms minis has been limited to two guns I've
had in my personal battery for quite a few years. One is
the Mini-Master in .22 Magnum. This uses the basic mini frame but has an oversized grip, a 4-inch barrel and
high-visibility adjustable sights. I have found it an accurate gun that was surprisingly easy to shoot. The other is
the Black Widow, which is similar to the Mini-Master but has a 2-inch barrel and lower-profile (but still
visible) fixed sights. In fact, the Black Widow in .22 Magnum is one of my favorite choices in the mini-hideout
category of defense guns.
Despite my extremely positive experience with these offerings from North American Arms, I had
always looked somewhat askance at the really tiny Mini-Revolvers, of which this Riverboat Gun is an example.
The grips and sights just seemed altogether too small for me to do any kind of effective shooting. However,
when I actually did fire the Riverboat Gun, it displayed far more practical accuracy than I would have thought
possible.
Shooting the Riverboat Gun took place at Insight Range in Artesia, California (562/860-4365;
www.insightrange.com). where I have done the vast majority of my handgun shooting in the past 11 years.
Obviously, my usual method of accuracy testing a handgun by shooting it off a rest at 25 yards would be
ridiculous with this revolver. These guns are meant for tabletop-length ranges-in the case of the Riverboat Gun,
no doubt a card table! As a test protocol, I decided to
use the Birchwood-Casey 12x18-inch "Dirty Bird"
Splattering Target, which is similar to the familiar B27
target with scoring rings slightly larger than half the
size of those on the B27. I would run these targets out
to 12 feet, which seemed like a reasonable range for
this gun, and shoot at them from a one-handed offhand
stance. I shot five-shot groups with five different loads,
which are set forth in detail in the accompanying chart.
Between the difficulty I had in seeing the sights and
strained grip I had to take on the gun, I had expected I
would be doing well to keep my shots on the paper.
However, my pessimistic expectations were
unwarranted. I found I had to hold near the top of the
10-ring to keep my groups reasonably centered, but
once I did that, all my shots were clustered low in the
10- ring or right below it in the 9-ring. Group sizes

Federal Gold Medal (left) and Winchester
Power Point (right) ammo shot groups nearly
identical in size– 1.85 and 1.8 inches
respectively. The editor was surprised at
what small groups – even at 12 feet – he was
able to shoot with the tiny Riverboat Gun.

ranged between 1.55 inches (Remington Standard Velocity solids) and 2.1 inches (CCl Standard Velocity
solids), and that largest group had four shots in 1.25 inches almost perfectly centered in the 10 ring.
Although I was pleasantly surprised and more than satisfied with the accuracy I had achieved with the
Riverboat Gun, quite honestly, I had gotten these results with almost painstaking deliberation-l was most
certainly not "shooting to live." To give the Riverboat Gun a more realistic assessment I tried "snap shooting" a
quick cylinderful of the CCl Velocitors at a B27 center at about 8 feet - I would quickly raise the gun into a
rough visual alignment with the target and shoot as quickly as possible. Again, I got very satisfactory results.
One shot was about an inch out in the 9-ring; one was cutting the edge of the 10-ring at 8 o'clock, and the
remaining three were well centered in the 10-ring.
Throughout the modest amount of shooting I did with this gun, reliability was perfect. There was not a
single misfire-always a concern with .22 rimfires-nor was there any cylinder binding or any other problem one
can have with a revolver.
One word of caution I would add about this gun is that because of its very tiny dimensions and exposed
trigger, I think an extra measure of vigilance is required in handling it.
One probably shouldn't say that you should be more careful with one gun than another, but the potential for a
fumble or similar mishap did seem greater than with a more conventionally sized handgun. Although this gun
may look like a toy, it is still thoroughly lethal!
As a result of my shooting with the Riverboat Gun, I came away with new respect for these North
American Arms Mini-Revolvers. I now believe . they are indeed viable defense guns. Obviously, a .22 LR
Mini like this is not going to take the place of a
heavycaliber auto pistol or a .357 Magnum
revolver, nor even a .380 auto or .38 snub. I would
further say that you would get a distinctly better
level of protection with one of North American
Arms' Guardian series of auto pistols or NAA's
Black Widow, a sort of "big sister" to the gun
under review. Nonetheless, I still regard this
revolver as a quantum step up from being totally
unarmed, and it does have the virtue of being the
most concealable of handguns. If it is not a prudent
choice as a primary fighting handgun, it could
make a lot of sense as a second or third gun, and if
circumstances absolutely preclude carrying more
formidable armament, it's still a lot better than
nothing!
Whether guns are supposed to be "cute" or
not, I'll leave to others to decide. As I said at the
outset, I thought both the gun and the whole
collector set were cute and charming. Even though
for most buyers the gun will simply be a part of the
collector set and will probably never see any use,
the fact that it was a very good performer added
markedly to its appeal to a man like me who
happens to believe that guns are at least as much
for shooting as for admiring. Should you miss out
on this limited edition, be aware that North

American Arms has a custom shop that can adorn and
personalize your choice of NAA firearms in a variety
of ways.
GUN WORLD by now has had somewhere
between 500 and 600 issues published. Unfortunately, I
don't have a complete collection of back issues. Even if
I did, I don't know whether I would have the time or
inclination to check this out, but I am left wondering
whether this Riverboat Gun just might be the smallest
working firearm ever to grace the cover of this
publication!

